Ethics in Project Management

1.0 Introduction

The scandals of WorldCom, Enron, Tyco, Merck, Bristol Meyer, Bre-X, Livent, Cinar, YBM Magnex and many others have shaken the public confidence on organizations in North America. A study by a Canadian accounting firm revealed that large Canadian corporations each lost on average $1.3 million (Can.) from fraud in 1997. Similar studies in the United States have revealed that white-collar crime may cost the private sector as much as $100 billion (US) each year. These developments have stimulated a growing realization that ethics and business are connected to each other. This has led to developing better and more robust understanding of the role of ethics in leadership and corporate culture [5]. The result is that the issue of ethics in organizations is getting lot of attention from public to senior management and government.

1.1 Ethical Issues in Project Management

Is ethical conduct especially important in the management of projects? Reference [3] has emphasized that ethics in project management is very important for several reasons. First, projects are often high risk, high reward, high visibility ventures; when the stakes are high, the pressure to cheat - or at the very least, to cut corners - is high as well. Second, the long project lifecycle in many industries means that the consequences of a particular action - like leaving the reinforcement out of the concrete won't be discovered for years, or even decades, or may be never.

A survey of project managers in New Zealand revealed that a significant number of project managers face ethical challenges with varying degrees of frequency [10]. In an informal survey of PMI members, it was reported that 80% of the respondents encountered ethical dilemmas in the practice of their job [4]. These dilemmas range from being pressured to alter status reports, backdate signatures, or shade documentation to mask the reality of project progress, and approving shoddy work. Some project managers even lack consciousness about what constitutes an ethical problem. In the same survey, about 19% failed to recognize that ethical dilemmas occur in their world. Yet for those, conscious of the ethical dimensions of their behavior, every day is check-full of ethical issues. For example, padding of time and cost estimations, exaggerating pay-offs of project proposals, and so forth. Ethical dilemmas involve situations where it is difficult to determine whether conduct is right or wrong. Is it acceptable to falsely assure customers that every thing is on track when, in reality, you are only doing so to prevent them from panicking and making matter worse? [6]. Some common ethical missteps identified in businesses that are equally true in case of projects [7] are:

- “Wired” bids and contracts (the winner has been pre-determined),
- “Buy-in” (bidding low with intent of cutting corners or forcing subsequent contract changes),
- Kickbacks,
- “Covering” for team members (group cohesiveness),
- Taking “shortcuts” (to meet deadlines or budgets),
- using marginal (substandard) materials,
- Compromising on safety,
- Violating standards, and
- Consultant loyalties (to employer or to client or to public).

Surprisingly, PMBOK [8] and many of the leading project management reference books do not discuss PMI Code of Ethics, or the ethics of project management in sufficient detail [3]. Also, until recently, the topic of ethics in project management has received very little attention in project management conferences or journal papers. Recognizing the importance of ethics in project management, Project Management Institute (PMI) has recently included a section on Ethics and Professional Responsibility in Project Management Professional (PMP) Certification Examination.

1.2 Professional and Ethical Obligations

Project management is a complicated work, and as such, ethics invariably involve gray areas of judgment and interpretation. For example it is difficult to distinguish deliberate falsification of estimates from genuine mistakes or the willful exaggeration of project pay-offs from genuine optimism. It becomes problematic whether unfulfilled promises were deliberate deception or an appropriate response to changing circumstances [6].

As a project management professional, we have a responsibility to promote ethical practices at our work place. We should accept the responsibilities that come with our work activities. As a project manager it is our responsibility to make decisions about project activities that may have an ethical dimension that must be considered.

Project Management Institute (PMI) Code of Ethics and Code of Professional Conduct [9] define ethical responsibilities for her members. In an informal survey, [3] found that the existence and precise content of the Code of Ethics itself is not well known to many in project management profession. The Code of ethics can guide the course of devoir professionnels et éthiques dans la gestion de projet en lien avec le code d’ethique du PMI (Project Management Institute). De plus, l’article explique un certain nombre de stratégies quant à la façon d’aborder les enjeux éthiques. L’auteur croit fermement que des normes élevées d’éthique aux niveaux individuel et corporatif offrent des avantages concrets et intangibles. L’article met aussi en lumière les avantages d’avoir un comportement éthique tant pour les individus que pour les organisations.

1.3 Integrity

As a project management professional, one of our responsibilities is to ensure integrity of the project management process, the product, and our own personal conduct. This could be achieved by following the
Experts in ethics strongly support the adoption of a formal code of ethics as a necessary step in building a sense of business integrity [3]. [10] found that encouraging ethical practices in project environment requires more than developing codes and frameworks. It demands principled leadership, openness, and a commitment to developing innovative “win-win” strategies. [10] also found that most project managers rely on their own private sense of right and wrong - what one project manager called his “internal compass”. One common rule of thumb is for testing whether a response is ethical is to ask, “Imagine that whatever you did was going to be reported on the front page of your local newspaper.” How would you like that? Would you be comfortable?

Many project managers claim that ethical behavior is its own reward. By following your own internal compass your behavior expresses your personal values. Others suggest that ethical behavior is double rewarding [4]. You not only able to fall asleep at night but you also develop a sound and admirable reputation. Such reputation is essential to establishing the trust necessary to exercise influence effectively. Reference [1] has suggested to developing managers as moral individuals, building an environment in which standards and values are central to the organization’s strategy, and formulating and implementing policies that support ethical performance, as well as safeguard to assure they are observed. Some authors have recommended use of ethics audit in organizations [11].

Top management and the culture of an organization play an important role in shaping members’ beliefs of what is right or wrong. Reference [12] found that a value based cultural approach to ethics/compliance management works best. Critical ingredients of such an approach include leaders’ commitment to ethics, fair treatment of employees, rewards for ethical conduct, concern for external stakeholders, and consistency between policies and actions. What hurts effectiveness most are inconsistency between policies and actions. What hurts effectiveness most are reduced unethical/illegal behavior in the organization, increased awareness of ethical issues, more ethical advice seeking within the firm, greater willingness to deliver bad news or report ethical/legal violations to management, better decision making because of the ethics/compliance program, and increased employee commitment.

In a survey of PMI members, [4] reported the following benefits of ethical behavior:

- Better decision making because of the ethics/compliance program,
- Increased awareness of ethical issues,
- More ethical advice seeking within the firm,
- Greater willingness to deliver bad news or report ethical/legal violations to management,
- Better decision making because of the ethics/compliance program,
- Increased employee commitment.

In a survey of PMI members, [4] reported the following benefits of ethical behavior:

- Better trained and educated managers,
- Greater emphasis on individual responsibility and accountability,
- Flattened organizational structures with more customer focus and team decisions.

2.1 Benefits Of Ethical Behavior

The organizations who created codes and built more ethical corporate cultures have discovered that substantial positive benefits can flow from building a reputation as an ethical company. Employees prefer to work for ethical companies. A reputation for ethical business practices attracts better-qualified, better-motivated job applicants. Employee moral and public relations benefit. Long-term profitability can be enhanced [5]. Reference [12] reported the results of effective ethics/compliance management:

- Reduced unethical/illegal behavior in the organization,
- Increased awareness of ethical issues,
- More ethical advice seeking within the firm,
- Greater willingness to deliver bad news or report ethical/legal violations to management,
- Better decision making because of the ethics/compliance program,
- Increased employee commitment.

In a survey of PMI members, [4] reported the following benefits of ethical behavior:

- Respect of peers and trust of others,
- The sense that others look up at me,
- A reputation for fair and ethical behavior is an implicit sales point for future business,
- A company is only good as its people and if they are ethical it will come back to company over and over the long run, and
- Ethical decisions lead to better products.

3.0 Conclusions

The unethical behavior in organizations is costing millions and billions dollars of taxpayers’ money every year. As a project management professional, it is our responsibility, not only to uphold high standards of ethical behavior at work place, but also to foster an environment of high ethics in organizations we work for. We hope that this paper will
increase awareness of the importance of ethics in organizations in general, and project management in particular. Also, we hope that this paper will stimulate some useful discussions on the topic and other professionals will share their views and experiences on this issue of concern to general public as well as commercial and government organizations and individuals.
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